
Newspack, operated by WordPress.com and funded by the Google News
Initiative, is an advanced, open-source publishing and
revenue-generating platform for news organizations.



The challenge

❏ You want to spend time reporting stories and reaching 

audience, not wrestling with technology

❏ You want to take advantage of industry best practices, not 

build from scratch

❏ You want to find a path to financial sustainability, but 

don’t know all the tactics and tools required to do so



The barriers

❏ There are so many technology options, and they’re difficult to evaluate

❏ Most CMSs are built for simple publishing, not to help grow a business 

❏ Small publishers lack the time and resources to master technology needs

❏ Innovative technologies are hard to integrate into old systems

❏ Despite these challenges, publishers are often reluctant to give up control

❏ The result: We’re all trying to solve the same problem largely on our own



Enter Newspack

Newspack was conceived by seasoned news executives and the developers of 

WordPress.com as a way to address those barriers. WordPress is already the tool of 

choice for 70 percent of small digital-news publishers.

The promise: With more than 50,000 open-source plugins, or add-on features, 

WordPress has immense power and can be configured to do most anything.

The problem: With all those plugins, publishers struggle to pick the right ones and 

worry that any change could hurt performance and security.



Enter Newspack

Newspack addresses the plugin problem by preloading more than 50 plugins that 

use the best technology and best practices across the news industry.

And we stand behind the performance and security of that package and are 

constantly innovating as the industry evolves.

Think of Newspack as an “opinionated” CMS that combines the best of what the 

industry has learned about publishing and revenue generation, while still giving 

you the flexibility to express your brand and drive your business as you see fit.



Newspack benefits

❏ Created for digital news companies

❏ Incorporates industry best practices 

❏ Built on WordPress, the world’s preferred CMS that powers one-third of web

❏ Networked: Publishers drive development priorities and contribute code

❏ Open and liberally incorporates smart solutions from third-party providers



Newspack benefits

❏ Portable: Since it’s open source, you’re not locked into a proprietary solution

❏ Flexible: Adding new features isn’t scary. It’s what we’re built to do

❏ Cost-effective: We’re priced for small and medium-sized news operations

❏ Benchmarked: We can compare your performance to others in your class

❏ Supported with account managers for each client and 24x7 technical support



Newspack progress

Since our efforts officially began in early 2019, we’ve launched more than 90 sites 
and have more than 50 preparing to launch. We’ve polled our clients twice, and 
found:

❏ On a scale of 1 to 5, 87 percent of customers surveyed rated Newspack 4 or 
higher on providing good value compared to other publishing solutions. 

❏ Newspack’s net promoter score is 52. 



Newspack customer satisfaction survey, March 2021



A Net Promoter score 
between 0 and 30 is a 
good range to be in, 
however, there is still 
room for progress. If 
your NPS is higher than 
30 that would indicate 
that your company is 
doing great and has far 
more happy customers 
than unhappy ones.



What publishers told us

Newspack, while not 
perfect (nothing is), has 
exceeded my  
expectations in every 
way.

It’s great that we can 
build a news special in 
minutes. In these 
troubled times this is 
great.

       It just works!

The greatest value is the 
constant development 
and innovation combined 
with the access to the 
peer community and the 
development team. 

Newspack has liberated our 
team: we spend more time 
on journalism and less time 
navigating the technical 
maze. 

Newspack enabled us to 
start Oaklandside on a 
schedule that would 
have been impossible 
otherwise.



Site Design

❏ Newspack leads the 
way in building out the 
new WordPress visual 
editor (Gutenberg) to 
make page layout fast 
and flexible, 
accommodating a wide 
variety of designs and 
ad placements



Site design

❏ See the homepage 
editor in action in 
this video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVcJw7q8CaI


Plugin Manager 

❏ Newspack’s Plugin 
Manager provides a 
simple interface to 
manage your system



Advertising

❏ See the ad setup in 
this video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiQPUTiLDZc


Reader Revenue

❏ See membership 
setup in this video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSq0M-abIkM


Plugins

❏ Newspack has 
integrated more than 
50 plugins. And we’ve 
allowed dozens more 
to be loaded by 
individual sites. A 
current, 
comprehensive list 
can be obtained from 
the development 
team



What you get

Newspack provides a foundation for sustainable local journalism.

Development costs have been funded by the Google News Initiative, The 

Lenfest Institute, and The Knight Foundation. So publishers only have to 

shoulder operating costs.

We’ve launched more than 90 different news organizations around the globe, 

with more than 50 launching soon. You can see the gallery of launched sites 

here. 

https://raindrop.io/collection/11158847
https://raindrop.io/collection/11158847


What you get

Among the benefits:

❏ Fully configured system to support editing, distribution and revenue generation
❏ Ongoing research and development, incorporating industry best practices
❏ Access via Slack to a network of hundreds of journalists using Newspack
❏ Access to industry experts providing hands-on advice for digital publishers
❏ Integrated access to a variety of third-party tools and services
❏ Robust layout and design tools
❏ Integrated newsletter tool
❏ Integrated revenue tools to support ad-serving, subscription and membership



What you get

❏ Hosting (with SLA)
❏ Responsive design for all screens
❏ Security
❏ Site backups
❏ Automatic updates
❏ SEO
❏ Google Analytics
❏ High-speed image and video 

delivery

❏ Archive/backfile conversion
❏ Benchmarking against 

competitive set (2021)
❏ Mobile publishing app (2021)
❏ Site monitoring
❏ AMP-first pages
❏ Accessibility features
❏ Guaranteed portability



Pricing

❏ No fees during migration and configuration. Payment starts at launch.

❏ For organizations with less than US$250,000 in annual revenue: $500/mo 

❏ For organizations with US$250,000 to US$500,000 in annual revenue: $1,000/mo

❏ For organizations with US$500,000 or more in annual revenue: $2,000/mo



Appendix

Newspack surveys its customers roughly twice a year to understand how we’re 
doing and what customers need going forward

A copy of the latest survey can be seen here.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fiToERxmzY4AJrSflizmk6Jbk9DQdf3Ik0tZljTPI7s/edit?usp=sharing


Contact

If you have any foll0w-up questions, or want to sit in on a Newspack demo, 
please contact Jim Brady at jim.brady@automattic.com.

mailto:jim.brady@automattic.com

